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Description:

‘Video Surveillance Market by System (Analog, IP), Component (Camera, Monitor, Server, Storage Device, Software), Service (VSaaS, Maintenance), Application (Infrastructure, Commercial, Institutional, Defense, residential), and Geography - Global Forecast to 2022’

This report provides a detailed analysis of the video surveillance systems and solutions based on component, system type, application, and geography. The commercial and infrastructure sectors are becoming popular due to the high demand for video surveillance systems to reduce security threats and criminal activities.

Video surveillance systems, in particular, are helping users in day-to-day activities by monitoring, identifying, and analyzing the people and properties through cameras and storing data for future reference.

To estimate the size of the video surveillance market, we have considered top-down and bottom-up approaches. This research study involves extensive usage of secondary sources, directories, and databases (such as, Factiva and OneSource) to identify and collect information useful for this technical, market-oriented, and commercial aspects of video surveillance. The research methodology is explained below.

- This entire research methodology includes the study of annual and financial reports of top players, presentations, press releases, journals, paid databases, and interviews with industry experts.
- To analyze opportunities in the market for stakeholders by identifying high-growth segments in the global video surveillance market
- To analyze competitive developments such as joint ventures, mergers & acquisitions, new product developments, and research & development in the global video surveillance market
- All the percentage splits and segment breakdown of the market is based on secondary and primary research.

Market Ecosystem:

This report provides valuable insights regarding ecosystem of this market such as product developers and application developers, OEMs, system integrators, middleware and firmware providers, suppliers and distributors, cloud-based service providers, camera manufactures, software developers, biometric sensor providers, video recorders manufacturers, and standardization and testing firms. This study answers several questions for the stakeholders, primarily which market segments to focus on in the next two to five years for prioritizing the efforts and investments.

The Target Audience:

- Video surveillance system manufactures
- Security solution providers
- Software providers
- Research organizations and consulting companies
- Associations, forums, and alliances related to video surveillance
- Investors
- Key players

“Study answers several questions for the target audiences, primarily which market segments to focus in the next two to five years for prioritizing the efforts and investments.”

Scope of the Report:

This research report categorizes the global video surveillance market based on component and service, system type, application, and region.

On the Basis of Component and Service
- Hardware component
  -- Cameras
  -- Servers
  -- Storage devices
  -- Storage media
  -- Other accessories
- Software component
  -- Video analytics
  -- Video management software
- Service
  -- VSaaS
  -- Maintenance service

On the Basis of System
- Analog surveillance system
- IP surveillance system
- Biometrics surveillance system

On the Basis of Vertical
- Infrastructure
- Commercial
- Institutional
- Defense
- Industrial
- Residential

On the Basis of Region
- North America
  -- U.S.
  -- Canada
  -- Mexico
- Europe
  -- Germany
  -- France
  -- U.K.
  -- Spain
  -- Italy
  -- Rest of Europe (Russia, Portugal, Malta, Cyprus, Greece, and Norway)
- APAC
  -- China
  -- Japan
  -- India
  -- South Korea
  -- Australia and New Zealand
  -- Rest of APAC (Macau, Singapore, Malaysia, Hong Kong, Thailand, and Taiwan)
- RoW
  -- Middle East and Africa
  -- Latin America
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